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Letter 256
Gabriel’s Credentials
2014-06-08
Dear Dan,
A long time ago I came across a Scripture that I have remembered. It is this;

"

Righteousness and justice are the foundation of Your throne;
Mercy and truth go before Your face.
Psalm 89:14
When I started writing this memo, I did a word search in the Bible and found another
Scripture like it;

"

The King's strength also loves justice;
You have established equity;
You have executed justice and righteousness in Jacob.
Psalm 99:4

In the days and weeks after 9 October 2013, the Lord spent a good deal of time healing and
rebuilding the relationship that angels Gabriella, Gabe and I have. Within this process He is
making our relationship “Greater, Stronger, Sharper” than it has ever been before.
While I had previously likened us to the Starship Enterprise, after the Lord started to
rebuild what Satan was destroying, I began to see our new relationship like the Starship
DeZiant, from Star Trek - Deep Space Nine (see WIKI below*). One of the reasons for this
was that the DeZiant was constructed in such a way as to have the warp coils built right into
the main body. This new ship is more streamlined, with no warp nacelle pylons sticking out
from the hull.
One of the results of this kind of love is that I became very jealous. There was no way I
wanted anyone to destroy the New Life the Lord was gifting to us.
So, when angel Gabriel showed up in January of this year, and it started to become clear that
the Lord was going to make him a permanent Zixture in our house, I got irritated. I am
typically not a “people person”, so when another person arrived, well, I had a hard time at
Zirst.
And I started making all these restrictive parameters of relationship. Things like; “OK, but
he has to stay in the family room.” This was in response to Gabriella’s wanting him to come
into the bedroom when I let our two little dogs (Tansy & Pepper) down to play on the bed
after I get home from work. And when I got off work, I wouldn’t automatically let him ride
home in the truck with us, but he was required to ask Zirst. But all throughout that time I
knew the Lord wanted us to relate to each other as Kingdom Brothers, in the Spirit of Love.
So with the Lord’s help, we gradually found a way to become friends and Zinally work
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closely together.
But there was something else by which I knew that Gabriel was sent from God Almighty,
and that he was not a deceiver.
Because of the two Gifts that are automatic in my life, the twin gifts of Knowledge and
Discernment of Spirits, I sensed two things right off when Gabriel was at home with us
watching the show Intelligence. I sensed an almost overpowering presence of the Spirit of
Justice and Equity. This made sense, since, when he is in Heaven, Gabriel stands in the
presence of God. And that’s where he was, right before being sent to Earth this time. And I
was reminded of the Scripture quoted above.
One of the things that I have hated at (G6) was the lack of justice, equity, mercy,
righteousness, and truth that permeated the place. This originated from the Zirst time that
Christians living in (L3) became jealous of the Wealthy that also lived in (L3), thereby
allowing a “root of all evil” to grow and Zlourish. Satan tended this garden of sin so that it’s
most vile effect was toward the most vulnerable. The sick and injured, and those that cared
for them, at (G6).
Now, as I write this, I can tell there is Healing for the City, beginning at (G6), through the
ministry of the Holy Spirit and executed by angel Gabriel and his People.
This is happening. And I am privy to other details from years ago that support my
statement, and will send them to you as the Lord and time allow.
Blessings...
R. C. Theophilus
*(Quote from WIKIPEDIA)
“The De'iant is a prototype vessel for the De'iant-class warship, originally developed to
counter the Borg threat. It is of'icially designated as an escort vessel to avoid giving the
impression that Star'leet builds warships, as it is primarily a peacekeeping and exploration
force. Following the Borg invasion, the United Federation of Planets approved a project
committed to enhancing Star'leet's offensive and defensive military capabilities; the De'iant
was the end result of that project. According to his statement in the episode "De'iant",
Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks) was in charge of the shipyard where the De'iant was built and
helped design it during his assignment to the Utopia Planitia Fleet Yards.

"

Although it was designed to be fast and highly maneuverable with powerful weaponry, the
De'iant was 'overgunned and overpowered' for a vessel of its size. The ship's structural
integrity 6ield needed extensive modi6ications to keep the De6iant from tearing itself
apart. The ship was designed speci'ically for battle, featuring innovative pulse-phaser
cannons and quantum torpedo armaments, in addition to photon torpedoes, standard phasers
and a high-capacity de'lector shield system. Another asset is its ablative armor, enabling
the ship to sustain multiple hits from enemy weapons, even with the shields inoperable, with
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minimal damage.”
P. S. Recently the Lord Jesus issued to me a New Weapon. It is a pistol that shoots whatever I
want it to. Right before he handed it to me I saw the three rounds He was loading into the
chamber. They had the Word “life” etched on the shell casing. It is lighter, more streamlined,
easier to use, more accurate, and more powerful than the Grease Gun I found while being
held captive at Harborview in July of 1995. This year marks the 19th anniversary of the
beginning of that conZlict.
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